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Introduction 

Desktop virtualization is quickly becoming a top IT priority as businesses of all sizes adapt to the proliferation of 
endpoint devices, mobilization of the workforce, and simplified endpoint management. IT organizations that have 
not already started desktop virtualization initiatives should consider its many benefits. As desktop virtualization 
builds, companies do not want to find themselves behind the curve, missing out on potential competitive 
differentiation and cost savings. Desktop virtualization is now ready for prime time and chances are high that some 
segment of the employee population could benefit greatly from its many advantages. It is no longer experimental 
or bleeding edge, it offers compelling economics, and, moreover, it gives users a flexible experience that meets 
their needs—wherever they are—which is something increasingly valued by today’s workforce. 

VMware offers a growing range of solutions for achieving desktop virtualization, including VMware View—a 
product that is proving to be adaptable, reliable, and cost-effective for a wide range of small and mid-size business 
organizations.  ESG characterizes SMBs (small and mid-sized business) as companies that have less than 1,000 
employees. 

Desktop Virtualization: A Missing Piece of the Puzzle? 

Virtualization long ago ceased to be an activity for risk-takers and is now largely a mainstream phenomenon. 
However, virtualization has made most of its inroads at the server level and not at the desktop. ESG believes that 
this situation is going to change. 

The “Consumerization of IT” wave is drastically changing the corporate endpoint device landscape. IT organizations 
are under increasing pressure from end-users to provide access to applications and data from anywhere at any 
time, via any device1. As such, it is not surprising that desktop virtualization and mobile workforce enablement are 
both top ten IT priorities according to ESG’s recently published 2012 IT Spending Intentions Survey report2. Desktop 
virtualization is proving to be a viable technology for organizations seeking to embrace the consumerization wave, 
mobilization, and the proliferation of endpoint devices.   

Table 1. 2012 Midmarket IT Priorities 

 
Top 10 Midmarket IT Priorities for 2012 

1. Improve data backup and recovery 

2. Major application deployments or upgrades 

3. Increase use of server virtualization 

4. Manage data growth 

5. Business continuity / disaster recovery programs 

6. Desktop virtualization 

7. Information security initiatives 

8. Use cloud infrastructure services 

9. Deploying a private cloud infrastructure 

10. Mobile workforce enablement 

                                                     
1
 Source: ESG Research Brief, Corporate Endpoint Device Type Trends, May 2011. 

2
 Source: ESG Research Report, 2012 IT Spending Intentions Survey, January, 2012. 

http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2011/05/esg-research-brief-corporate-endpoint-device-type-trends/
http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2012/01/2012-it-spending-intentions-survey/
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Consumers now experience daily technology in their personal lives as a ubiquitous and convenient presence. 
Technology exposes new ways to communicate and (by leveraging applications) enhance routine activities. People 
are becoming almost glued to the devices that help them accomplish these activities. This trend is quickly making 
its way into the workplace. The same user experience is finding its way into the workplace. End-users see the 
benefits of consumer-flavored technologies, and they are impatient with workplace IT restrictions that can be 
annoying or may be perceived as limiting productivity. 

Of course, IT isn’t resisting change without reason. The attractive technologies beloved by consumers and desired 
at work are perceived by many IT administrators as being more complex and costly. For example, IT must consider a 
range of impacts, including: 

 Endpoint device management 
 Application management 
 Performance and reliability 
 Security 

This impact must also align with top business initiatives the SMB has in 2012. As shown in Figure 1, this includes 
initiatives that reduce cost, improve business process, and mitigate security risk3. As IT organizations consider and 
scale desktop virtualization initiatives, it will be important to understand and communicate the impact it may have 
on these business initiatives. 

Figure 1. Business Initiatives that will Impact 2012 Midmarket IT Spending Decisions 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2010. 

                                                     
3
 Ibid. 
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Desktop Virtualization Can Deliver 

A desktop virtualization solution such as VMware View is one way that IT organizations can simplify and reduce 
costs while, in many cases, delivering the improved experience that users want. At the same time, it can help IT rein 
in administrative control and simplify management. 

Often characterized as an enterprise solution—following the well-trodden infrastructure cost saving path of server 
virtualization—desktop virtualization also has significant benefits for organizations that are not as large in number 
or as complex as those in the enterprise IT segment. After all, smaller, less-complex organizations have many of the 
same challenges. But often, they must meet those challenges with fewer resources. 

VMware continues to expand its desktop virtualization solutions. It has been rigorously simplifying its solutions and 
focusing on broadening the use case for VMware View while still maintaining rapid scale for larger organizations. 
Simultaneously, the company is homed in on delivering an optimum end-user experience tied to a wide range of 
endpoint devices and end-user profiles. 

Predictable performance scalability is a critical concern when multiple users running diverse applications share 
resources. ESG Lab has validated VMware View with various tests focused on performance4 and scale5.  

The Missing Piece? 

Desktop virtualization can help small and mid-size businesses solve a number of issues—including alternative 
endpoint device management and device proliferation—by providing a unifying technology. Application 
deployment, patching, and upgrading are also improved because desktop virtualization simplifies applications’ 
structure and organization. Finally (and this harks back to the consumerization phenomenon), virtual desktop 
technology can help to envelop remote/mobile employees in an experience largely indistinguishable from the 
experience of being at a familiar, fixed-location “home office.” 

The VMware value-add in this formula comes from the technology specifically and from the company’s unparalleled 
experience in delivering virtualization. VMware has already developed solutions that help SMBs save IT staff 
resources by automating routine tasks, improving productivity, and adapting more rapidly to changes in business 
conditions. 

VMware solutions also offer ease of deployment, strong security, data protection, and minimal downtime. At the 
server level, VMware solutions for SMBs can include features such as fault tolerance and built-in data recovery 
more typically found in enterprise-scale products. Via specific packages targeting this market segment, VMware has 
also lowered the bar for SMBs to buy and use these capabilities. 

In particular, VMware View “finishes the picture.” It does so by providing a robust desktop virtualization offering 
that is easy to consume and adaptable to the IT generalist skill set often found in many SMB organizations. 

Customer Deployments Show a Variety of Positive Experiences 

VMware View has made inroads at many SMB organizations spanning a range of industries and business models. 
Ample evidence exists that View is seen as a good fit and a welcome means of overcoming multiple challenges. 
Customers have commented on the quality of the offering and have found many different ways to deploy it 
effectively.  

Tarrant Regional Water District 

Although it falls into the SMB IT segment, Tarrant Regional Water District (TRWD) of Fort Worth, Texas serves more 
than 1.7 million people and is one of the largest raw water suppliers in the state. Its operations span an 11-county 
area and include maintenance of dams at four reservoirs and oversight of more than 150 miles of water-transport 
pipeline. 

                                                     
4
 See ESG Lab Validation Report, HP StorageWorks P4000 SAN with VMware View: Optimizing Virtual Desktop Infrastructure, June 2010. 

5
 See ESG Lab Validation Report, WhipTail Tech Solid State Storage Array, August 2011. 

http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2010/06/hp-storageworks-p4000-san-with-vmware-view-optimizing-virtual-desktop-infrastructure/
http://www.enterprisestrategygroup.com/2011/08/whiptail-tech-solid-state-storage-array/
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The organization was an early adopter of a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) and VMware View virtual desktop 
software. It is now expanding its non-persistent virtual desktop 
deployment with persistent virtual desktops that tend to require 
more network bandwidth. The configurations will support personnel 
associated with a new pipeline project. 

According to Senior Systems Admin David Dunaway, TRWD was 
already using VMware for server virtualization when it began to 
implement desktop and application virtualization technologies three 
years ago. It now has some 450 virtual desktops. The organization 
chose that direction because a hardware refresh was pending, and 
interest in reducing hardware costs and better sharing resources was increasing.  

The initial virtual desktops were simply clones, each using a copy of Microsoft Windows and applications for each 
machine. Later, TRWD implemented VMware-linked clone technology, in which a copy of a virtual machine shares 
virtual disks with the parent virtual machine. 

Dunaway says he was not expecting his first experiments with desktop virtualization to be embraced by users. But 
they were embraced—enthusiastically. The big advantage, which users appreciated immediately, involved gaining 
access to their own desktops from any physical machine whenever they wanted, rather than having to return to 
their offices to get a piece of information or complete a task. 

The advantages of virtual desktops materialized further when a staff and contractor expansion for a $2.3 billion 
pipeline forced a need to add desktops quickly. It might have been an expensive, lengthy project; however, thanks 
to the virtual desktop infrastructure available, it was a simple matter to set up and provision another 30 desktops 
and provide remote access for contractors, too. 

Over the coming months, Dunaway says the organization plans to continue its active commitment to virtualization. 

The City of North Myrtle Beach 

North Myrtle Beach, a coastal resort city in Horry County, South Carolina, was created in 1968 from four existing 
municipalities north of Myrtle Beach. It is one of the main tourist towns along an area known as the Grand Strand. 
The population was 10,974 in 2000, and it has grown rapidly since. 

The municipal IT organization has been placed between a rock and a hard place in recent years, dealing with 
growing demands for services and revenues that have been constrained by recession and slower economic growth. 
Despite these challenges, the IT department has actually been able to expand its services, primarily by embracing 
virtualization, starting initially with VMware ESX software some five years ago. It enables roughly 100 virtual servers 
to run on just four physical servers. 

Recognizing the power and practicality of virtualization, Information Services 
Director Rick Wall and Systems Administrator Devin Shirkey saw an opportunity. 
They could better serve the city’s mobile workers and improve productivity by 
using VMware View to deliver virtual desktops to employees when and where 
needed. For example, building inspectors often needed to access documents or 
enter data. Those tasks traditionally required a trip back to the office to use a 
physical desktop (a machine underutilized most of the time). Wall leveraged the 
templates available in View to quickly create different desktops. Each function 
or department could then use a setup appropriate to its needs. 

The results of the initial rollout of View exceed expectations and led to a 
continued expansion, including deployments on Wyse thin clients. Indeed, one 

“When we first implemented a virtual 
desktop infrastructure, users embraced 
the experiment. They appreciated the big 
advantage of desktop virtualization 
immediately.” 

- David Dunaway, Senior Systems Admin, 
Tarrant Regional Water District 

“Despite a tight budget and an 
increase in municipal IT 
demands, we have actually 
been able to expand our 
services by embracing 
virtualization.” 

-Rick Wall, Director of IT 
Services, City of North Myrtle 
Beach 
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of the few factors holding back broader adoption has simply been that some employees—such as the police—have 
their own specialized mobile infrastructure and have not yet had an incentive to budget for virtualization. However, 
the logic and economics of View are expected to factor into future deployments and refresh cycles. 

Fenwick & West 

Based in Mountain View, Fenwick & West is a national law firm that provides comprehensive legal services to 
technology and life sciences clients of national and international prominence. The organization employs 
approximately 300 attorneys and an even larger number of support staff at offices in Silicon Valley, San Francisco, 
and Seattle. 

IT Director Kevin Moore and Service Desk Manager Dave Reno were involved in the decision to implement VMware 
View. Initially, they explain, the organization faced challenges of complexity, risk, and cost associated with four 
distinct remote or mobile access methods (among them, Citrix VPN technologies). IT was required to maintain too 
many moving parts. And, despite the variety of remote-access methods, users still had impediments to productivity, 
such as the need to bring home a company laptop in order to finish a task. It was all too confusing. But VMware 
View provided an opportunity to unify and simplify. 

The organization had already amassed considerable experience with VMware and gave an early look at View but 
found, initially, that PCOIP—a key technology within View—did not 
deliver as well as hoped. By the time VMware View Version 4.6 became 
available, the potential benefits and the improvements in PCOIP merited 
another look. Soon, Fenwick & West was implementing its first virtual 
desktops, eventually converting about 50 users. Each user has a personal 
profile that follows them anywhere, but the desktop itself is “non-
persistent,” which conserves disk space. 

Results have been very positive. In fact, the rollout revealed an 
unanticipated benefit: the implementation enabled trans-border access in countries such as China that sometimes 
block VPN initialization in an effort to discourage the movement of encrypted data across its borders. View 
permitted comparable access without service limitations. View has also been employed to service small, remote 
offices such as a new satellite branch in Vermont. 

The fact that View is largely device-agnostic has permitted deployment through Macs and iPads. Furthermore, the 
use of the Secure Gateway feature in View has maintained or, arguably, enhanced overall security. Finally, the IT 
organization speaks highly of the ease with which they can implement technology refreshes. Patches and upgrades 
are no longer time-consuming or traumatic. 

The next phase will see implementation of View 5.0, followed by an expected rollout to the rest of the organization. 

The Babylon School District 

The Babylon School District in New York serves a student population of approximately 2,000. The district has about 
700 desktops in total; just over half are thin clients. Technology Director Rick Schliemann spent several years 
keeping the district’s systems up to date and delivering cutting-edge remote operation capabilities based on Citrix 
and Windows terminal service. 

What “upset the apple cart” was a rapid increase in the use of 
peripheral devices—especially thumb drives—and the widespread 
use of streaming video (e.g., YouTube downloads). For Schliemann, 
those new challenges made administration increasingly problematic. 
In particular, they led him to consider server virtualization and other 
ways of delivering an individual desktop experience. 

VMware has helped reduce the district’s physical server count from 

 “Our VMware View rollout brought 
very positive results—and even one 
unanticipated benefit.” 

-Kevin Moore, IT Director, Fenwick & 
West 

“Our district’s desktop transition is 
underway. I started by piloting a 30-seat 
VMware View deployment, and since then, 
I haven’t looked back.” 

- Rick Schliemann, Director of IT, Babylon 
Unified School District 
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100 to about 15, and a similar desktop transition is underway. Schliemann says he initially decided to pilot a 30-seat 
VMware View installation. Schliemann says he was impressed with the stability and capabilities of the product. 
From there, the organization “never looked back,” and is now virtualizing more than 200 desktops with plans to 
virtualize the rest of the seats and users. Schliemann says he has also found that VMware View, like other VMware 
products, is usually updated at a pace that shows it has been well thought through and tested—and is therefore 
market ready; an important factor when you are essentially a one-person operation with just a few part-timers 
helping out. 

The Bigger Truth 

It is axiomatic that SMBs don’t—or at least shouldn’t—operate on the bleeding edge. That’s the role for deep-
pocketed enterprises. “Play it safe and careful” is the mantra. 

However, carried too far, this prudence can lead to missed opportunities. The train picks up speed and SMBs can be 
left in the dust, missing out on potential competitive differentiation and cost savings. Desktop virtualization is now 
at that point. It is no longer experimental or bleeding edge. It offers compelling economics and, moreover, an 
opportunity to give users a flexible experience that meets their needs—wherever they are—which is something 
increasingly valued by today’s workforce. 

VMware and VMware View have a proven track record for enhancing flexibility and delivering more resources cost 
effectively to the people who need them. While each organization is different, the range of successes documented 
with VMware View desktop virtualization indicate that this is a bridge to consider crossing now, rather than later. 

The benefits of further extending virtualization—just like the benefits of the web—are clear. And they should not 
be ignored. 
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